
ON THE 3-DIMENSIONAL BRIESKORN MANIFOLDS M(p, q, r)

John Milnor

§1. Introduction

Let M = M(p, q, r) be the smooth, compact 3-manifold obtained by

intersecting the complex algebraic surface

of Pham and Brieskorn with the unit sphere Iz 1 12 + Iz2i2 + iz312 = 1.

Here p, q, r should be integers 2: 2. In strictly topological terms, M

can be described as the r-fold cyclic branched covering of the 3-sphere,

branched along a torus knot or link of type (p, q). See 1.1 below.

The main result of this paper is that M is diffeomorphic to a coset

space of the form n\G where G is a simply-connected 3-dimensional

Lie group and II is a discre~ subgroup. In particular the fundamental

group 77 1 (M) is isomorphic to this discrete subgroup lie G. There are

three possibilities for G, according as the rational number p-l ~ q-l +

r- 1 _ 1 is positive, negative, or zero. In the positive case discussed in

Section 4, G is the unit 3-sphere group SU(2), and II is a finite sub

group of order 4(pqr)-I(p-l + q-l + r- 1 -lr2 • (See Section 3.2.) In the

negative case discussed in Section 6, G is the universal covering group

of SL(2, R). The proof in this case is based on a study of automorphic

forms of fractional degree. In both of these cases the discrete subgroup

II "'" 77 1 (M) can be characterized as the commutator subgroup [1',1'] of a

certain "centrally extended triangle group" reG. [See Section 3. This

rl'5ult has also been ohtained by C. Giffen (unpublished).] The centrally

extended trianv.1l- group I' has <I presentation with generators y l' Y2' Y3

;Ind relat ions

1"1'.
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(Compare [Coxeterl.) It follows that M is diffeomorphic to the maximal

abelian covering space of the 3-manifold I' \ G.

These statements break down when p-I + q-I + r- I = 1. However,

it is shown in Section 8 that M can still be described as a coset space

n\G where G is now a nilpotent Lie group, and n is a (necessarily

nilpotent) discrete subgroup. The proof is based on a more general fibra

tion criterion. (Section 7.)

The author is indebted to conversations with J. -Po Serre, F. Raymond,

and J. Joel.

HISTORICAL REMARKS. The triangle groups were introduced· by

H. A. Schwarz in the last century. [Three-dimensional analogues have

recently been constructed by W. Thurston (unpublished).] The study in

Section 5 of automorphic forms clearly is based on the work of Klein,

Fricke, Poincare and others. The manifolds M = M(p, q, r) and their

(2n-l)-dimensional analogues were introduced by [Brieskorn, 1966]. He

computed the order of the homology group HI (M; Z), showing that M has

the homology of a 3-sphere if and only if the numbers p, q, r are pairwise

relatively prime. From the point of view of branched covering manifolds,

this same result had been obtained much earlier by [Seifert, p. 222]. Those

Brieskorn manifolds with p-I t- q-I + r- I > 1 have long been studied by

algebraic geometers: Compare the discussion in [Milnor, 1968, §9.8] as

well as [Milnor, 1974J. Those singular points of algebraic surfaces with

finite local fundamental group have been elegantly characterized by

[Prill] and [Brieskorn, 1967/68]. Those with infinite nilpotent local

fundamental group have been elegantly classified by [Wagreich]. For

other recent work on such singularities see [Arnol'd], [Conner and

Raymond], [Orlik], [Saito1, and [SiersmaJ. The work of [Dolgacev] and

[Raymond and Vasquez1is particularly close to the present manuscript.

To conclude this introduction, here is an alternative description of

M(p, q, r). Recall that the torus link L(p, q) of type (p, q) can be
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defined as the set of points (zl' z2) on the unit 3-sphere which satisfy

the equation

This link has d components, where d is the greatest common divisor of

p and q. The n-th component, 1 S; n S d, can be parametrized by setting

ZI = e(tlp) , z2 = e((t+n+~)/q)

for as; t ~ pq/d, where e(a) stands for the exponential function

Note that this link L(p, q) has a canonical orientation.

217iae .

LEMMA 1.1. The Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r) is homeomorphic

to the r-fold cyclic branched covering of S3, branched a long a

torus link of type (p, q).

Proof. Let V C C3 be the Pham-Brieskorn variety zIP + z2
q

+ z3
r
~ a,

non-singular except at the origin. Cons ider the projection map

from V - 0 to C2 - O. If we stay away from the branch locus zIP + z2 q = a,
then clearly each point of C2 - 0 has just r pre-images in V. In fact

these r pre-images are permuted cyclically by the group n of r-th roots

of unity, acting on V - 0 by the rule

for w r = 1. Thus the quotient space n\(V-O) maps homeomorphically

onto C2 - O. It follows easily that V - 0 is an r-fold branched cyclic

covering of C2 - 0, branched along the algebraic curve zi p + z2 q ~ a.
Now let the group H+ of positive real numbers operate freely on

V - 0 by the rule
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for t > O. Since every R+-orbit intersects the unit sphere transversally

and precisely once, it follows that V - 0 is canonically diffeomorphic to

R+ x M(p, q, r). Note that this action of R+ on V - 0 commutes with the

action of n.
Similarly, letting R+ act freely on C2 - 0 by the rule t: (z l' z2) i->

(t
1
/Pzl' t

1
/qz2)' it follows that C2 - 0 is canonically diffeomorphic to

R+- x S3. The projection map V - 0 .... C2 - 0 is R+-equivariant. There

fore, forming quotient spaces under the action of R+, it follows eas ily

that M(p, q, r) is an r-fold cyclic branched covering of S3 with branch

locus L(p, q).• (Compare [Durfee and Kauffman], [Neumann].)

§2. The Schwarz triangle groups L* => L

This section will be an exposition of classical material due to

H. A. Schwarz and W. Dyck. (For other presentations see [CaratheodoryJ,

lSiegell, [Magnus],) We will work with anyone of the three classical sim

ply connected 2-dimensional geometries. Thus by the "plane" P we

will mean either the surface of a unit 2-sphere, or the Lobachevsky plane

[e. g., the upper half-plane y > 0 with the Poincare metric (dx2 + dy2 )//1,

or the Euclidean plane. In different language, P is to be a complete,

simply-connected, 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curva

ture +1, -1, or O.

We recall some familiar facts. Given angles a,{3,y with O<a,p,y<TT,

there always exists a triangle T bounded by geodesics, in a suitably

chosen plane P, with interior angles a, {3, and y. In fact P must be

either spherical, hyperbolic, or Euclidean according as the difference

a+{3+y-TT is positive, negative, or zero. In the first two cases the area

of the triangle T is precisely la -t (3 t- y - TT!, but in the Euclidean case

the area of T can be arbitrary.

We are interested in a triangle with interior angles TT/p, TT/q, and

TT/r respectively, where p,q,r:;" 2 are fixed integers. Thus this triangle

T = T(p, q, r) lies either in the spherical, hyperbolic, or Euclidean plane

according as the rational number p-l t q-l + r- 1
- 1 is positive, nega-

live, or zero.
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DEFINITION. By the full Schwarz triangle group L* = L*(p, q, r) we will

mean the group of isometries of P which is generated by reflections

ai' a 2 , a 3 in the three edges of T(p, q, r). We will also be interested in

*the subgroup L C L of index 2, consisting of all orientation preserving

elements of L*.

REMARK 2.1. Before studying these groups further, it may be helpful to

briefly list the possibilities. Let us assume for convenience that p:S q:S r

In the spherical case p-l t- q-l + r- 1 > 1, it is easily seen that (p,q,r)

must be one of the triples

(2,3,3), (2,3,4), (2,3,5); or (2,2, r)

for some r> 2. The corresponding group L(p, q, r) of rotations of the

sphere is respectively either the tetrahedral, octahedral, or icosahedral

group; or a dihedral group of order 2r. The area of the associated triangle

T can be any number of the form TT In with n> 2. In the Euclidean case

p-l + q-l + r- 1
= 1, the triple (p, q, r) must be either

(2,3,6), (2,4,4), or (3,3,3) .

For all of the infinitely many remaining triples, we are in the hyperbolic

case p-l + q-l + r- 1 < 1. The area of the hyperbolic triangle T can

range from the minimum value of (1- 2- 1 - 3- 1 - 7- 1
) TT = TTl42 to values

arbitrarily close to TT.

The structure of the full triangle group L* = L*(p, q, r) is described

* .in the following basic assertion. Recall that L IS generated by reflec-

tions ai' a 2 , a 3 in the three edges of a triangle T C P whose interior

angles are TT/p, TTlq, and TTIr.

THEOREM 2.2 (Poincare). The triangle T itself serves as

*fundamental domain for the action of the group L on the

"plane" P. In o/h(,r words the various images a(T) with

If ( L* nrc mll/II;,1I1' disjuint (·,y.cept for boundary points, and
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cover all of P. This group I* has a presentation with gener

ators a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and relations

a 2
3 1

and

Here it is to be understood that the edges are numbered so that the

first two edges e 1 and e 2 enclose the angle of l7/p, while e 2 and e 3

enclose the angle of l7/q, and e 3 , e 1 enclose l7/r.

Proof of 2.2. Inspection shows that the composition (T1a2 is a rotation

through the angle 217/p about the first vertex of the triangle T, so the

*relation (a1 ( 2 )P = 1 is certainly satisfied in the group I. The other

five relations can be verified similarly.

Let I denote the abstract group which is defined by a presentation

with generators 01 ,°2 ,°3 and with relations 0"/ = 1 and (01 ( 2 )P =

(°203)q = (0/71)r = 1. Thus there is a canonical homomorphism a I-> (T

~ *
from I onto I , and we must prove that this canonical homomorphism

is actually an isomorphism.

Form a simplicial complex K as follows. Start with the product

I x T, consisting of a union of disjoint triangles ax T, one such triangle

for each group element. Now for each a and each i = 1,2,3 paste the

i-th edge of ax T onto the i-t~ edge of aai x T. More precisely, let K

be the identification space of I x T in which (a, x) is identified with

(aai' x) for each a{I, for each i = 1,2,3, and for each x f ei C T.

Using the relation a/ = 1, we see that precisely two triangles are

pasted together along each edge of K.

Consider the canonical mapping I x T .... P which sends each pair

(a, x) to the image a (x) (using the homomorphism a I-> a from I to

the group I* of isometries of P). This mapping is compatible with the

identification (a, x) '" (aai' x) for x {Ci since the reflection (Ti fixes

ei' Hence there is an induced map
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f: K ..., P .

We must prove that f is actually a homeomorphism.

First consider the situation around a vertex (a. v) of K. To fix our

ideas. suppose that v is the vertex e 1 n e 2 of T. Using the identifi

cations

together with the relation (a1 ( 2 )p = 1. we see that precisely 2p triangles

of K fit cyclically around the vertex (a. v). (These 2p triangles are

distinct since the 2p elements 01 , a162 , (71 (72°1 •...• (01a2l of ~ map

to distinct elements of ~*.) Now inspection shows that the star neighbor

hood. consisting of 2p triangles fitting around a vertex of K maps

homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of the image point o(v) in P. The

image neighborhood is the union of 2p triangles in P, each with interior

angle 77!p at the common vertex o(v).

Thus the canonical map f: K ..., P is locally a homeomorphism. But it

is not difficult to show that every path in P can be lifted to a path in K.

Therefore f is a covering map. Since P is simply connected, this im

plies that f is actually a homeomorphism. The conclusions that ~ maps

*isomorphically to the group I • and that the various images o(T) cover

P with only boundary points in common. now follow immediately. -

REMARK 2.3. More generally. following Dyck, one can consider a convex

n-sided polygon A with interior angles 77!P1,. .. ,77!Pn' Again A is the

fundamental domain for a group ~* = I*cA) of isometries which is gener

ated by the reflections 0l ... ·'on in the edges of A with relations

for all i modulo n. In fact the above proof extends to this more general

case without any essent ial change.
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COROLLARY 2.4. In the spherical case p-1 +- q-1 +- r- 1 > 1,

the full triangle group ~*(p, q, r) is finite of order 4/(p-1 +

q-1 +- r- 1 -1). In the remaining cases p-1 +- q-1 +- r- 1 :S 1,

the group ~*<p, q, r) is infinite.

Proof. Since the various images a (T) form a non-overlapping covering

*of P, the order of ~ can be computed as the area of P divided by the

area of T .•

Recall that ~ denotes the subgroup of index 2 consisting of all

*orientation preserving isometries in the full triangle group ~ . Setting

note that the product

is equal to 1.

COROLLARY 2.5. The subgroup ~(p, q, r) has a presentation

with generators T
1

,T
2

,T
3

andrelations T1
P=T2

q
= T3r=T1T2T3 = 1.

Proof. This corollary can be derived, for example, by applying the

*Reidemeister-Schreier theorem. (More generally, for the Dyck group de-

scribed in 2.3 we obtain a presentation with generators T1'"'' Tn and

relations

Details will be left to the reader.•

We conclude with three remarks which further describe these groups ~

* See for example (Weirl.
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REMARK 2.6. Using 2.2, it is easy to show that an element of the group

I has a fixed point in P if and only if it is conjugate to a power of

T 1 ,T2 , or T3 . Hence every element of finite order in I is conjugate to

a power of T 1 ,T2 or T3 . Therefore the three integers p,q,r can be

characterized as the orders of the three conjugate classes of maximal

finite cyclic subgroups of I. (Caution: In the spherical case these

three conjugate classes may not be distinct. In fact in the spherical case,

since each vertex of our canonical triangulation of P is antipodal to

some other vertex, it follows that each Ti is conjugate to some Tjl
where j may be different from i.)

Here we have used the easily verified fact that every orientation

preserving isometry of P of finite order has a fixed point.

THEOREM 2.7 (R. H. Fox). The triangle group I(p, q, r) con

tains a normal subgroup N of finite index which has no elements

of finite order.

[Fox] constructs two finite permutations of orders p and q so that

the product permutation has order r. The subgroup N is then defined as

the kernel of the evident homomorphism from I to the finite group gener

ated by these two permutations. Using 2.6 we see that N has no elements

of finite order. -

Note also that N operates freely on P; that is, no non-trivial group

element has a fixed point in P. Hence the quotient space N\P is a

smooth compact Riemann surface which admits the finite group I/N as

a group of conformal automorphisms. To compute the Euler characteristic

X(N \P) of tbs Riemann surface, we count vertices, edges, and faces of

the canonical triangulation of N \ P, induced from the triangulation of

2.2. This yields the formula

X(N\ P)
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In the hyperbolic caSe p-l + q-l + r- 1 < 1, it follows that the triangle

group I ~ N contains free non-abelian subgroups. For N is the funda

mental group of a surface of genus g ~ 2, hence any subgroup of infinite

index in N is the fundamental group of a non-compact surface and there

fore is free.

Note that a given finite group <Il can occur as such a quotient I/N

if and only if <Il is generated by two elements, and has order at least 3.

For if <Il is generated by elements of order p and q, and if the product

of these two generators has order r, then I(p, q, r) maps onto <Il, and

it follows from 2.6 that the kernel has no element of finite order. As an

example, the triangle group I(2, 3, 7) maps onto the simple group of

order 168. (Compare [Klein and Fricke, pp. 109, 7371 as well as [Klein,

Entwicklung "', p. 369].) Hence this simple group operates conformally

on a Riemann surface N \ P whose genus g = 3 can be computed from

the equation 2-2g = 168(1-T1 _r l _7- 1).

More generally let A be any discrete group of isometries of P with

compact fundamental domain. (That is, assume that there exists a com-

pact set K C P with non-vacuous interior so that the various translates

of K by elements of A cover P, and have only boundary points in

common.) Then A also contains a normal subgroup N of finite index

which operates freely on P. (See [Fox] and IBungaard, Nielsen]. A much

more general theorem of this nature has been proved by [Selberg, Lemma 8].)

Again the Euler characteristic X(N \P) of the smooth compact quotient

surface is directly proportional to the index of N in A. In fact, the

ratio X(N \P)/order (A/N) can be computed as a product X(BA)X(P)

where the rational number X(BA) is the Euler characteristic of A in the

sense of [Wall], and where X(P) ~ ~ (_l)n rank Hn(P) is the usual Euler

characteristic, equal to 1 or 2. Now assume that A preserves orientation.

The quotient S = A \ P can itself be given the structure of a compact

Riemann surface, even if A has elements of finite order. (Compare 6.3.)

In general there will be finitely many ramification points, say x1,"',Xk(S,

Let r1 ,"', rk "2 be the corresponding ramification indices. Then class i-
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cally the data (S; xl"'" xk; r1 ,.··, rk) provides a complete invariant for

the group A. That is: a second such group A' is conjugate to A with

in the group of orientation preserving isometries of P if and only if the

Riemann surface S'= A'\P is isomorphic to S under an isomorphism

which preserves ramification points and ramification indices. The triangle

group I(p, q, r) corresponds to the special case where S has genus zero

with three ramification points having ramification indices p, q, r.

REMARK 2.8. It is sometimes possible to deduce inclusion relations

between the various groups I(p, q, r) by noting that a triangle T(p, q, r)

can be decomposed into smaller triangles of the form T(p', q', r'). For

example if p = q one sees in this way that

I(p, p, r) C I(2, p, 2r)

as a necessarily normal subgroup of index 2. Similarly, taking p = r one

sees that

as an abnormal subgroup of index 3. However, not all inclusions can be

derived in this manner. A counterexample is provided by the inclusion

I(2, 3, 3) C I(2, 3, 5) of the alternating group on four letters into the alter

nating group on five letters.

§3. The centrally extended triangle group I'(p,q,r)

As in the last section, let P denote either the Euclidean plane or

the plane of spherical or hyperbolic geometry. Let G denote the con

nected Lie group consisting of all orientation preserving isometries of P.

Then we can form the coset space G/I where

I = I(p, q, r) C G

is the triangle group of Section 2. Clearly G/I is a compact 3-dimensional

manifold. To compute the fundamental group TTl (G/I) it is convenient to

pass to the univ('rs,t! l'llvpring group G of G.
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DEFINITION. The full inverse image in G of the subgroup Ie G will

be called the centrally extended triangle group [' = I'(p, q, r).

Evidently the quotient manifold GIL can be identified with G/r,

and hence has fundamental group 77 1(GII) ~ I'.

To describe the structure of I', let us start with the isomorphism

G/C ~ G of Lie groups, where the discrete subgroup C ~ 771 (G) is the

center of G. In the spherical case, where G is the rotation group SO(3),

it is well known that this fundamental group C is cyclic of order 2. In

the Euclidean and hyperbolic cases we will see that C is free cyclic.

Evidently I', defined as the inverse image of I under the surjection

G .... G, contains C as a central subgroup with r IC ~ I. [In fact one

can verify that C is precisely the center of I '.J The main object of this

section is to prove the following.

LEMMA 3.1. The centrally extended triangle group I' = I'(p,q,r)

has a presentation with generators Y1' Y2' Y3 and relations Y1 p=

Y2 q = Y3 r ~ Y1 Y2Y3'

Proof. We will make use of the following construction. Choose some

fixed orientation for the "plane" P. Given a basepoint x and a real

number 0, let

denote the rotation through angle () about the point x. Thus we obtain

a homomorphism rx : R .... G which clearly lifts to a unique homomorphism

into the universal covering group. Since rx(277) is the identity element

of G, it follows that the lifted element
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belongs to the central subgroup C. We will use the notation c =rx(277) (C.

In fact C is a cyclic group generated by c, as one easily verifies by

studying the fibration

defined by the formula g f-> g(x). Here SI denotes the group rx(R) C G

consisting of all rotations about x. In the Euclidean and hyperbolic

cases, since P is contractible, it follows that the fundamental group

77 1 (SI) == Z maps isomorphically onto 77 1 (G) == C.

Note that this element rx(277) (C depends continuously on x, and

therefore is independent of the choice of x.

Now recall that the subgroup Ie G is generated by the three rotation:

where vI' v2 ' v3 are the three vertices of T. It follows that the inverse

image f' eGis generated by the three lifted rotations

Yl = rv (277/p), Y2 = rv (277/q), Y3 = rv (277/r) ,
1 2 3

together with the central element c. Clearly

Next consider the product YI Y 2Y 3' Since T 1T2T3 = 1, it is clear that

YI Y 2Y 3 belongs to C, and hence is equal to c k for some integer k.

We must compute this unknown integer k.

It will be convenient to work with a more general triangle, with arbi

trary angles. In fact, without complicating the argument, we can just as

well consider an n-sided convex polygon A C P with interior angles

a ... a Here we assume that 0 < a· < 77. If a· denotes the reflection
l' 'n' 1 1·

in the i-th edge (suitably numbered), then a/ = 1, and therefore
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Lifting each rotation

to the element
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0·0· 1 '" r (2a.) f G
1 1+ Vi 1

it follows that the product Yl Y2 ... Yn belongs to the central subgroup C.

Now as we vary the polygon A continuously, this central element

Yl '" Yn must also vary continuously. But C is a discrete group, so

Y1 '" Yn must remain constant.

In particular we can shrink the polygon A down towards a point x,

in such manner that the angles a1,···,a n tend towards the angles

f3 1 "",f3 n of some Euclidean n-sided polygon. Thus the element

Yi'" rv .(2a i) (G tends towards the limit rx(2f3), while the product
1

Yl ... Yn tends towards the product r
X

(2f31 t '" -I 2f3 n). Therefore, using

the formula
f3 1 + ... + f3 n '" (n-2)77

for the sum of the angles of a Euclidean polygon, we see that the constant

product Yl '" Yn must be equal to

rx«n-2) 277) n-2c .

Finally, specializing to the case n", 3, we obtain the required identity

Yl Y2 Y3 = c.

Thus we have proved that r is generated by elements Yl' Y2' Y3'

and c which satisfy the relations

~

Conversely, if r denotes the group which is defined abstractly by

generators Yl' Y2' Y3' c and corresponding relations, then certainly the

element C f f generates a central subgroup C, with quotient f'/C
isomorphic to L by Section 2.5. Thus we obtain the commutative

diagram
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l-c-r-~-l

!onto !onto !2::

1-C-I'-~-1

In the Euclidean and hyperbolic cases, C is free cyclic, hence C maps

isomorphically to C, and it follows that I' maps isomorphically to r.
In the spherical case, since C is cyclic of order 2, we must prove

that 22 ~ 1 in order to complete the proof. This relation can be verified

by a case by case computation. (Compare [Coxeter1) There is an alterna

tive argument which can be sketched as follows.

To prove that 22 = 1, it suffices to show that 22 maps to 1 in the
~

abelianized group r I[I', n. For clearly r is a central extension of the

form

Such a central extension is determined by a characteristic cohomology

class in H2 (f'; ( 2 ). Consider the universal coefficient theorem

[Spanier, p. 2431 The group H2r is zero by Poincare duality, since the

finite group r is fundamental group of a closed 3-manifold. Therefore

our extension is induced from an element of Ext(H 1r, ( 2
), or in other

words from an abelian group extension of the form

Thus we obtain a commutative diagram

t 2:: t
I' -1

t

with A abelian. TIIt'/"I'[or<',;n the sphcr;cal case, thc group C2
gener

ateel by c2 11/,'11'," ;lIj,·(t/I·'·!r ;lIto thi' alwl;an;zcd group 1'1[1',1'].
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But a straightforward matrix computation shows that 2 maps to an

element of order m(p-l + q-l j r- 1 -1) in this abelianized group, where

m is the least common multiple of p, q, r. In all of the spherical cases

this product is 1 or 2, so 22 ~ 1. •

REMARK. Similarly for the Dyck group of Section 2.3 one obtains a central

extension with generators Yl ,"', Yn and with relations

PI
Yl

Pn
... =0 Y

n
=c and n-2

Yl"'Yn~'c

COROLLARY 3.2. The abelianized group 1/[1, II has order

I I I -1 -1 -1 11,qr+pr+pq-pqr = pqr,p -+q +r - ,.

Here we adopt the usual convention that an infinite group has"order"

zero. Thus the commutator subgroup has finite index in I' if and only if

p-l + q-l t- r- 1 1= 1. To prove this corollary, we apply the usual theorem

that the order of an abelianized group with n generators and n relations

is equal to the absolute value of the determinant of the nx n relation

matrix. Taking the three relations to be YI Y2Y3YI-P = 1, YI Y2Y3Y2-
q

= 1,

YI Y2Y3Y3-r = 1, the relation matrix becomes

1

1-q

1

with determinant qr + pr + pq - pqr, as required .•

1 -1 -1 -1 > 1 . T' h dIn the spherica case p l' q + r , SInce 1 as or er

4/(p-l t q-l + r- 1 -1) as a consequence of 2.4, it follows that the com

mutator subgroup [!',l] has order 4/(pqr(p-l+ q-l+ r-l_ 1)2).

One case of particular interest occurs when p, q, r are pairwise rela

tively prime. In this case the index i = Iqr + pr + pq - pqr! of [I', n in

r is relatively prime to pqr. Therefore, using 2.6, it follows that for any
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element y of I' which has finite order modulo the center C there exists

an element yi of If', I'] having the same finite order modulo [1', nne.
It then follows that the three integers p, q, r are invariants of the group

[I ',1 '], Namely, they can be characterized as the orders of the maximal

finite cyclic subgroups of [1', n modulo its center [f', nne.

§4. The spherical case p-1 + q-1 + r- 1 > 1

This section gives a concrete description of the Brieskorn manifolds

M(p, q, r) in the spherical case. Since the conclusions are well known,

the presentation is mainly intended as motivation for the analogous argu

ments in Section 6.

Let I' be any finite subgroup of the group SU(2) of unimodular 2x2

unitary matrices, acting by matrix multiplication on the complex coordinate

space C2. Note that SU(2) acts simply transitively on each sphere

centered at the origin.

DEFINITION. A complex polynomial f(z) '= f(zl' z2) is I'-invariant if

f(y(z)) = f(z)

for all y (I' and all z ( C2 . Let HI; 1 denote the finite dimensional

vector space consisting of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n

which are ['-invariant. More generally, given any character of I', that

is any homomorphism
X : r --> U(l) C C = C - 0

from r to the unit circle, let H~~'X denote the space of all homogeneous

polynomials f of degree n which transform according to the rule

f(y(z)) = X(y)f(z) .

Note that the product of a polynomial in H~:X and a polynomial in H~'P

belongs to the space H~;m,xp Thus the set of H~:X for all n and X

* *forms a bigraded algebra, which we denote briefly by the symbol HI" .
0,1

This bigraderl <I1gl'br<l ))()SSl'SSCS an identity element 1 ( HI'
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LEMMA 4.1. Let IT = [I, l] be the commutator subgroup of I.

Then the space H~ 1 of II-invariant homogeneous polynomials

of degree n is equal to the direct sum of its subs paces H~,'X

as X varies over all characters of I.

Z I--> f(y(z)) .

Proof. Since every character of I annihilates IT, it follows that

H~,'X C H~' 1. On the other hand, since IT is normal in I, it follows

that the quotient group I lIT operates linearly on H~i 1. In fact, f~r each

IT-invariant homogeneous polynomial f and each y (r let fy denote

the polynomial

(Thus I' acts on the right.) This new polynomial is also IT-invariant

since
(fY)7T = (f(Y7Ty-1))y = fy

for 7T (II. Clearly fy = fy' whenever y == y' mod IT. Since I'/II is

finite and abelian, it follows that H~1 splits as a direct sum of eigen

spaces corresponding to the various characters of r lIT.•

Now consider a homogeneous polynomial f (H~;X for some n and X

According to the fundamental theorem of algebra, f must vanish along n

(not necessarily distinct) lines L1,"', Ln through the origin in C2 .

Given these lines, the polynomial f is uniquely determined up to a multi

plicative constant. EVidently each element of the group I must permute

these n lines. Conversely, given n lines through the origin which are

permuted by I, the corresponding homogeneous polynomial fez) of

degree n clearly has the property that the rotated polynomial f(y(z)) is

a scalar multiple of f(;I;) for each group element y. Setting

f(y(z))/f(z) = X(y)

we obtain a character X of I so that f ( Hr,'X.

Let us apply these constructions to the centrally extended triangle

group r = ['(p, q, r) of Section 3; where p-1 I q-1 t r- 1 > 1. To do
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this we must identify SU(2) with the universal covering group G of

Section 3. In fact, SU(2) operates naturally on the projective space

p = pI (C) of lines through the origin in C2. Or rather, since the central

element -I carries each line to itself, the quotient group G ~ SU(2)/!±I!

operates on P, which is topologically a 2-dimensional sphere. Choosing

a G-invariant metric, we see easily that P will serve as model for

2-dimensional spherical geometry, with G as group of orientation preserv

ing isometries and G = SU(2) as universal covering group.

Let k = 2/(p-l + q-l + r- l -1) denote the order of the quotient group

~ = i II±I!. Then, by 2.6, nearly every orbit for the action of ~ on P

contains k distinct points. The only exceptions are the three orbits con

taining the three vertices of the triangle T. These three exceptional

orbits contain kip, k/q, and k/r points respectively.

k/p,Xl
Let f l f HI' ,for appropriately chosen Xl' be the polynomial

which vanishes on the kip lines through the origin corresponding to the

orbit of the first vertex of T. Similarly construct the polynomials

k/q,X2 k/r'X3
f2 ( HI' and f3 f Hi ,each well defined up to a multiplicative

constant. We will need some partial information about these three

characters Xl' X2' and X3'

LEMMA 4.2. The three homomorphisms Xi: l' -> U(l) con

structed in this way satisfy the relation Xl p = X2 q = X/·

Proof. Let y'l"'" y'k f I' be a set of representatives for the cosets of

the subgroup 1±Il c i. Then to each linear form e(z) = alz l ~ a 2 z 2 we

can associate the homogeneous polynomial

k,Xo
of degree k. The argument above shows that f ( HI' for some X0'

Evidently this ch:lr;)c!l'r X () depends continuous lyon the linear form e,
and henc'p is in<!t'I"'IHIl'l1t 01 1'. Now specializing to the case where e(z)
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vanishes at the line corres ponding to one vertex of the triangle T, we

see easily that XI p = X2 q = X3 r = XO' •

REMARK. The characters Xi themselves can be computed by the methods

of Section 6.1. In fact, writing PI,P2,P3 in place of p,q,r, the charac

ter Xi(Yj) is equal to e(-k/2PiPj) for i Ie- j and to e(1/Pj)e(-k/2pjPj)

for i = j.

We are now ready to prove the following basic result.

LEMMA 4.3. These three polynomials f I , f
2

, f
3

generate the

bigraded algebra Hr,,*. They satisfy a polynomial relation

which, after multiplying each fi by a suitable constant if neces

sary, takes the form f I p + f
2

q + f
3

r = O.

Proof. Let f (H~;X be an arbitrary non-zero element of the bigraded

algebra. Then f must have n zeros in P = pI (C). If one of these zeros

lies at the i-th vertex of the triangle T, then clearly f is divisible by

fi . If f does not vanish at any vertex of T, then it must vanish at some

point x (p which lies in an orbit with k distinct elements. Choose

k,Xo
A f. 0 so that the linear combination fI p + Af2 q ( HI' also vanishes

at x, and hence vanishes precisely at the points of the orbit containing x.

Then f is divisible by fI P + Af2 q. Now it follows easily by induction on

the degree n that f can be expressed as a polynomial in the fi .

A similar argument shows that the polynomial f3 r is divisible by

fI p + Af2q for suitably chosen A f. 0, say

Multiplying each fi by a suitable constant, we can put this relation in

the required form f1 p + f2 q + f/ = O.•
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REMARK. More precisely, one can show that the ideal consisting of all

polynomial relations between the fi is actually generated by f
I

P+f
2

Q +f/

Compare 4.4 below.

Now let V denote the Pham-Brieskorn variety consisting of all triples

(vI'v2 ,v3) (C
3

with vIP + v2 Q + v3
r

= O. Evidently the correspondence

C2 . Vmaps Into.

Let fl = [1', n denote the commutator subgroup of I'. Since every

character of I annihilates fl, we have fi(17(z» = fi(z) for 17 (fl. There

fore (fI,f2 ,f3) maps the orbit space fl\C 2 into V.

LEMMA 4.4. In fact, this correspondence flz I-> (fl (z), f2(z), f3(z»

maps the orbit space fl\C 2 homeomorphicaIly onto the Pham

Brieskorn variety V.

Restricting to the unit sphere in C2 , we will prove the following

statement at the same time.

THEOREM 4.5. The quotient manifold 11\ S3 or II\ SU(2) IS

diffeomorphic to the Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r).

The orbit space II \S3 can be identified with the coset space

II \SU(2) since SU(2) operates simply transitively on S3.

Proof. First consider two points z' and z" which do not belong to the

same II-orbit. Choose a (not necessarily homogeneous) polynomial g(z)

which vanishes at ZN, but does not vanish at any of the images 17(Z').

Setting

where fl . 1171 ..... 17 I. it follows that h is fl-invariant and h(z')~ h(zN).
111

Expressing h aS;I SIIII1 of homogeneous polynomials and applying 4.1, we
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obtain a polynomial f f H~'X for some n and X satisfying the same

condition f(z') 1= f(z"). Finally, applying 4.3, we see that one of the f.
1

must satisfy fi(z') -/0 fi(z"). Thus the mapping (f l ,f
2
,f3) embeds IT\C2

inject ive ly into V.

Note that each real half-line from the origin in C2 maps to a curve

in V which intersects the unit sphere of C3 transversally and precisely

once. -Therefore we can map the unit sphere of C2 into M ~ M(p, q, r) by

following each such image curve until it hits the unit sphere, and hence

hits M. Thus we obtain a smooth one-to-one map from the quotient IT \S3

into M.

But a one-to-one map from a compact 3-manifold into a connected

3-manifold must necessarily be a homeomorphism. Therefore IT \ S3 maps

homeomorphically onto M. It follows easily that n \ C2 maps homeomor

phicallyonto V, thus proving 4.4.

Now let us apply the theorem that a one-to-one holomorphic mapping

between complex manifolds of the same dimension is necessarily a diffeo

morphism. (See [Bochner and Martin, p. 179].) Since the complex manifold

II \C 2 -0 maps holomorphically onto V -0, this mapping must have non

singular Jacobian everywhere. It then follows easily that the mapping

n\s3 • M is also a diffeomorphism._

§s. Automorphic differential forms of fractional degree

This section will develop some technical tools concerning functions

of one complex variable which will be needed in the next section. Some

of the concepts (e.g., "labeled" biholomorphic mappings) are non-standard.

It is common in the study of Riemann surfaces to consider abelian

differentials (that is, expressions of the form f(z)dz) as well as quad

ratic differentials (expressions of the form f(z)dz 2
). More generally, for

any integer k ~ 0, a differential (= differential form) of degree k on an

open set U of complex numbers can be defined as a complex valued
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function of two variables of the form

¢(z, dz) = f(z)dz k ,

where z varies over U and dz varies over C.

To further explain this concept, one must specify how such a differ

ential transforms under a change of coordinates. In fact, if g: U -> U1 is

a holomorphic map, and if ¢1(zl,dz1) = f1(Zl)dz 1
k is a differential on

*Ul' then the pull-back ¢ = g (¢ 1) is defined to be the differential

. k k
¢(z,dz) ~ ¢l(g(z),dg(z» = f1(g(z»g(z) dz

on U. Here g(z) denotes the derivative dg(z)/dz. This pull-back opera

tion carries sums into sums and products into products.

We will need to generalize these constructions, replacing the integer k

by an arbitrary rational number a. There are two closely related diffi

culties: If u is not an integer, then the fractional power dzu is not

uniquely defined, and similarly the fractional power g(z)a is not uniquely

defined.

To get around the first difficulty we agree that the symbol dz is to

vary, not over the complex numbers, but rather over the universal covering

group C· of the multiplicative group C of non-zero complex numbers.

Since every element of C· has a unique n-th root for all n, it follows

that the fractional power dza is always well defined in C'.

REMARK. This universal covering group C' is of course canonically

isomorphic to the additive group of complex numbers. In fact, the ex

ponential homomorphism e(z) = exp(21Tiz) from C to C lifts uniquely

to an isomorphism e: C ~ C·

of complex Lie groups. The kernel of the projection homomorphism

C· -> C· is evidently generated by the image e(l).

We are now re:ldy 10 dpscribe our basic objects.
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DEFINITION. A differential (= differential form) of degree a on an open

set U C C is a complex valued function of the form

¢(z,dz) = f(z)dza

where z varies over U and dz varies over C'. Here it is understood

that the fractional power dza is to be evaluated in C· and then projected

into C· to be multiplied by fez). In practice we will always assume that

f is holomorphic, so that ¢ is holomorphic as a function of two var~ables.

Note that the product of two holomorphic differentials of degrees a and {3

is a holomorphic differential of degree a + (3.

*In order to define the pull-back g (¢) of a differential of fractional

degree, we must impose some additional structure on the map g.

DEFINITION. By a labeled holomorphic map g from U to U1 will be

meant a holomorphic map z f-> g(z) with nowhere vanishing derivative,

together with a continuous lifting g of the derivative from C to C'.
More precisely, g: U • C·

must be a holomorphic function whose projection into C is precisely the

derivative dg(z)/dz. (Alternatively, a labeling could be defined as a

choice of one single valued branch of the many valued function

log dg(z)/dz on U.) Given two labeled holomorphic maps

the composition gl g: U .... U2 has a unique labeling which is determined

by the requirement that the chain law identity

should be valid in C'.
Now consider a labeled holomorphic map g: U .... U1 together with a

differential
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*on VI' The puII-back g (c/>I) is defined to be the differential

c/>(z, dz) = c/>I (g(z), g(z)dz)

on V. Note that this pull-back operation carries sums into sums and

products into products. Furthermore, given any composition

g gI
V ---..... V --..... V2. I

*of labeled holomorphic maps, the pull-back (gl g) (c/>2) of a differential

on V 2 is clearly equal to the iterated pull-back g*cg1*Cc/>2»'
Let I be a discrete group of labeled biholomorphic maps of V onto

itself.

DEFINITION. A holomorphic differential form c/>(z, dz) = f(z)dza on V

is I -automorphic if it satisfies

*y (c/» = c/>

for every y f I. More generally, given any character x: I~ -~ V(l) C C',

the form c/> is called x-automorphic if

*y (c/» = X(y)c/>

for every y. (Thus the I'-automorphic forms correspond to the special

case X = 1.) Note that a form c/>(z, dz) = f(z)dza is x-automorphic if

and only if f satisfies the identity

X(y)f(z)

for all y f I and all z f V.

Evidently the x-automorphic forms of degree a on V form a com

plex vector space which we denote by the symbol A~X In this way we

* *obtain a bigraded algebra Ai' , where the first index a ranges over

the additive group of rational numbers and the second index X ranges

over the multiplicat ivl' group HomO', V(l» of characters. This algebra
o 1

possesses an idelltity .. 1"11]('111 I / AI,' , It is associative, commutative,

and has no zero-dlvl!;''''. !;" lOlli', :IS til(' opf'n set V is connected.
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REMARK. The classical theory of automorphic forms of non-integer

degree is due to [Peterssonl (Compare [Gunning], [LehnerJ.) It is based

on definitions which superficially look rather different.

Suppose that we are given a normal subgroup of r.

LEMMA 5.1. If N l I' is a normal subgroup, then the quotient

r /N operates as a group of automorphisms of the algebra A *,1

* N
with fixed point set AI'l. If the quotient group I '/N is finite

abelian of order m, then each Aa,l splits as the direct sum
N

of its subs paces A~:X as X varies over the m characters of

[' which annihilate N.

The proof is easily supplied. (Compare 4.1.)_

COROLLARY 5.2. If NCr' is a normal subgroup of finite

index m, then every ¢ (Aa,l has a well defined "norm"
* * ma,l N

(y1 ¢) ... (ym ¢) f A
r

. Here y 1"" , Ym are to be repre-

sentatives for the cosets of N in I'.

Again the proof is easily supplied. _

It will be important in Section 6 to be able to extract n-th roots of

automorphic forms.

LEMMA 5.3. Let ¢(z, dz) = f(z)dza be a x-automorphic form.

If f possesses an n-th root, fez) ~ f l (z)n where f l is holo

morphic, then the form ¢t (z, dz) = f t (z)dza / n is itself

Xl-automorphic for some character Xl of r satisfying Xln~X'

Proof. For any group element y, since the holomorphic forms ¢l and

Y*(¢l) both have degree a/n, the quotient Y*(¢l )/¢l is a well defined

meromorphic function on U. Raising this function to the n-th power we
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obtain the constant function y *c¢)/¢ = X(Y). Therefore

itself be a constant function. Setting its value equal to

to check that X I is a character of [' with X In ,= X.•

*Y (¢l)/¢l must

Xl (y), it is easy

As open set U, let us take the upper half-plane P consisting of all

z = x + iy with y > O. Then every biholomorphic map from U to itself

has the form

where

is an element, well defined up to sign, of the group SL(2, H) of 2 x 2

real unimodular matrices. The derivative dz'/dz is equal to (g21 z ~ g22)-

It follows easily that the group G consisting of all labeled biholomor

phic maps from P to itself can be identified with the universal covering

group of SL(2, R). This group G contains an infinite cyclic central sub

group C consisting of group elements which act trivially on P. The

generator c of C is characterized by the formulas

c(z) = z, c(z) = e(l), c(z)a =e(a) f-> e21Tia in C .

A group 1 C G of conformal automorphisms of P is said to have

compact fundamental domain if there exists a compact subset K C P with

non-vacuous interior so that the various images a (K) cover P, and are

mutually disjoint except for boundary points. We will be interested in sub

groups of G whose images in G= G/C satisfy this hypothesis.

LEMMA 5.4. Let I' C G be such that the image f' = 1'/(1 n C)

in G operates on the upper half-plane P with compact funda

mental domain. Then r is discrete as a subgroup of the Lie

group G, nnd tll,- ('osd spa.ce I'\G is compact. This group

I' necessnri!y ;"/I',...",,·t .., th,' center C non-trivially.
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Proof. As noted in Section 2.7 there exists a normal subgroup N C I' of

finite index so that N = N/N n C operates freely on P. The orbit space

under this action, denoted briefly by the symbol N\P, is then a smooth

compact surface S of genus g 2: 2 with fundamental group

171 (S) ~ N ~ NC/C. Here NC denotes the subgroup of G generated by

Nand C.

Since the group G/C operates simply transitively on the unit tangent

bundle T 1 (P) of P, it follows easily that the coset space (NC)\G can

be identified with the unit tangent bundle T 1(S) of the quotient surface

N\P. In particular this coset space is compact, with fundamental group

Hence the abelianized group NC/[NC, NC] = NC/[N, N] can be identified

with the homology group HI (T1 (S».

It follows that N must intersect C non-trivially. For otherwise NC

would split as a cartesian product N x C with N = N/N n C ~ 171(S).

Hence T 1 (S) would have first Betti number 2g I 1, rather than its actual

value of 2g.

(Carrying out this argument in more detail and using the Gysin sequence

of the tangent circle bundle (see [Spanier, p. 260] as well as [Milnor and

Stasheff, pp. 143, 1301), one finds that the kernel of the natural homomor

phism from HI (T 1 (S» onto HI (S) is cyclic, with order equal to the

absolute value of the Euler characteristic XeS) = 2 - 2g. Identifying these

two groups with NC/[N, N] and N/rN, N] ~ NC/[N, N] C respectively, we

see that this kernel can be identified with C/lN, N] n C. Therefore the

element c 2 - 2g of C necessarily belongs to the commutator subgroup

[N, N] eN.)

Thus N has finite index in NC, so N \G is also compact, and it

follows that r \G is compact. •

REMARK. Conversely, if f' eGis any discrete subgroup with compact

quotient, then one can show that the hypothesis of 5.4 is necessarily
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satisfied. Such subgroups I" can be partially classified as follows. Re

call from Section 2.7 that the image I' ~ f'C/C is completely classified

by the quotient Riemann surface I'\P together with a specification of

ramification points and ramification indices. But I has index at most

2g - 2 in the full inverse image IC of I. Therefore, for each fixed I

there are only finitely many possible choices for I'.

To show that automorphic forms really exist, we can proceed as follows

Again let I satisfy the hypothesis of 5.4 and let N l I' be normal of

finite index m, with N/N n C operating freely on P.

LEMMA 5.5. If a is a multiple of m, then the space A~l IS

non-zero. In fact, this space contains a form ¢ which does not

vanish throughout any prescribed finite (or even countable) sub

set of P.

1 1
Proof. Recall that AN' can be identified with the space of holomorphic

abelian differentials fez) dz on the quotient surface S ~ N\ P of genus

g 2: 2. By a classical theorem, this space has dimension g. Furthermore,

using the Riemann-Roch theorem, the space of abelian differentials

vanishing at some specified point of S has dimension g-l. (Compare

[Springer, pp. 252, 270].) Clearly we can choose an element ljJ of this

g-dimensional vector space so as to avoid any countable collection of
* * m,lhyperplanes. Now the norm ¢ = Y1 (ljJ) ... Ym (ljJ) ( AI' of Section 5.2

will be non-zero at any specified countable collection of points. Setting
k Aa,l h h .a = km, it follows that ¢ (I as t e same propertIes .•

The density of zeros of an automorphic form can be computed as

follows. We will think of the upper half-plane P as a model for the

Lobachevsky plane, using the Poincare metric (dx2 +di)/i, and its

associated area element dxdy /y2.

Again let 1'/1' rl (' operate on P with compact fundamental domain.

LeI X: I' . UO) h"" .. 1J"r;wll·r of finite order. (The hypothesis that X

has finitf' order IS 11,,1 """"\111:11. II is m:lde only to simplify the proof.)
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L If ,/.. Aa,X .EMMA 5.6. 'P f l~ IS a non-zero automorphic form, then

the density of zeros of ¢ is a12TT. More explicitly: the number

of zeros of ¢ in a large disk of Lobachevsky area a, each

zero being counted with its appropriate multiplicity, tends

asymptotically to aal2TT as a -> 00.

In particular it follows that a 2: O.

Proof. Again we may choose a normal subgroup N of finite index so that

N = NIN n C operates freely on P. Furthermore, after raising ¢ to

some power if necessary, we may assume that the character X is trivial

and that the degree a = k is an integer. By a classical theorem, the

number of zeros of a k-th degree differential in a compact Riemann surface

N\ P of genus g?: 2 is equal to (2g - 2)k, where k is necessarily non

negative. (For the case of an abelian differential fez) dz, see for example

lSpringer, pp. 252, 267J. Given such a fixed abelian differential, any k-th

degree differential on N\ P can be written uniquely as h(z) f(z)kdzk

where h is meromorphic on N \P, and hence has just as many zeros as

poles.)

Since the quotient N\ P has area (2g - 2) 2TT by the Gauss-Bonnet

theorem, it follows that the ratio of number of zeros to area is k/2TT, as

asserted. -

/ a,X a,xlN 11 h hREMARK. If ¢ F 0 is a form in Al C AN ,then it fo ows t at t e

number of zeros of ¢ in N\P is equal to (2g-2)a. In particular,

(2g - 2)a is an integer. Thus we obtain a uniform common denominator

for the rational numbers a which actually occur as degrees.

The algebra of N-automorphic forms can be described rather explicitly

as follows. Let k be the order of the finite cyclic group C/N n c,

LEMMA 5.7. If the rational number a is a multiple of 11k,

then,
dimA~,I" (2g-2)a 11-g,
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with equality whenever a > 1. In particular, this vector space is

non-zero whenever a >~. On the other hand, if a is not a

multiple of 11k, then A~,l ~ O.

It follows incidentally that (2g - 2)/k is necessarily an integer.

The following will be proved at the same time.

LEMMA 5.8. If a is a multiple of 11k and a > g/(g - 1), then

given two distinct points of N\ P there exists a form in A~,l

which vanishes at the first point but not at the second.

Proof. For any form ¢ of degree Q the identity

*c (¢) = e(a)¢

is easily verified. Thus if ¢ is N-automorphic and non-zero, with c k (N,

then it follows that e(ka)" 1. Hence a must be a multiple of 11k.

Conversely, if a is a multiple of 11k, then it is not difficult to con

struct a complex analytic line bundle t a over the surface S = N\p so

that the holomorphic sections of t a can be identified with the elements

of A~,l. For example, the total space of t a can be obtained as the

quotient of PxC under the group N/N n C which operates freely by the

rule v: (z, w) /-> (v(z), v(zrQw). Every holomorphic section z /-> fez) of

the resulting bundle must satisfy the identity f(v(z» = v(zraf(z) appro

priate to N-automorphic forms of degree a. Note that the tensor product

t a ® t{3 can be identified with t at{3.
To compute the Chern class cl (t a ) we raise to the k-th tensor

power so that holomorphic cross-sections exist as in 5.5, and then count

the number of zeros of a holomorphic section as in 5.6. In this way we

obtain the formula

Now let us apply nil' l~i('III;II1I1-I~()ch theorem as stated in [Hirzebruch,

p.1'1'1I: For <Iny <I11.dylw 1111" IJlllldl(' f: over S,
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dim (space of holomorphic sections) .?: c 1(t) [sJ + 1- g .

Taking t = t a this yields

dim A~,l > (2g - 2)a + 1- g

as asserted.

To decide when equality holds, and to prove 5.8, it is perhaps easier

to use the older form of the Riemann-Roch theorem, as described in

[Springer1 or [Hirzebruch, p. 41. Choosing some fixed ¢ 1= 0 in A~,l,

any element of A~,l can be obtained by multiplying ¢ by a meromorphic

function h on N\P which has poles at most on the (2g-2)a zeros of

¢. More precisely the divisors (h) and (¢) of hand ¢ must satisfy

(h) 2: (¢)-l. According to Riemann-Roch, the number of linearly indepen

dent h satisfying this condition is > deg(¢) + 1- g, with equality

whenever the degree (2g- 2)a of (¢) is greater than the degree 2g- 2

of the divisor of an abelian differential. This proves 5.7.

If we want this form h¢ to vanish at z' [or at both z' and z"l,

then we must use the divisor (¢)-lz' [respectively (¢)-lz'z"l in

place of (¢ )-1. A brief computation then shows the following. If the

degree (2g-2)a - 2 of the divisor (¢)z,-lz ..-l satisfies

(2g - 2)a - 2 > 2g - 2 ,

a,l
or in other words if a > g/(g -1), then the space of forms in AN

which vanish at z' [respectively at z' and z") is equal to (2g-2)a-g

[respectively (2g - 2)a -1- g]' Since these two dimensions are different,

there is a form which vanishes at z' but not z".•

Aa,P h .REMARK. More generally consider the vector space N were p IS

an arbitrary character of N. Suppose that y = c j is an element of the

intersection N n C. Then the appropriate equation

f(y(z))y(z)U = f(z)p(y)
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takes the form f(z)e(ja) ~ f(z)p(c i ). Evidently there can be a solution

fez) 1= 0 only if the rational number a and the character p satisfy the

relation

for every c i In N n C. Conversely, if this condition is satisfied, then

the argument above can easily be modified so as to show that

dim A~'P 2: (2g - 2)a -1 1 - g ,

with equality whenever a > 1.

In the next section we will need a sharp estimate which says that

"enough" automorphic forms exist. To state it we must think of an auto

morphic form ¢ explicitly as a function

¢(z, w) ~ f(z)w a

of two variables, where z f P and w f C'. Let the groups I' C G operate

free lyon P x C by the rule

g(z, w) (g(z), g(z)w)

With this notation, the statement that ¢ is I'-automorphic can be ex

pressed by the equation

¢(y(z, w» ~ ¢(z, w)

THEOREM 5.9. With f' as in 5.4, two points (z', w') and

(z", w") of P x C belong to the same r -orbit if and only if

¢(z', w') = ¢(z", w") for every r -automorphic form ¢.

Proof. First consider the corresponding statement for the normal subgroup

N C I' of Section 2.7, If ¢(z', w') = ¢(z", w") for every ¢ f A:·
1

note

that z' and z# helong to the same N-orbit. For otherwise by 5.8 there

would exist ;1 form e!, I A,I,I which vanishes at z' but not z".
N
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Thus there exists v E N with v(z") = z'. Note that

¢(z', w') = ¢(z", w") = ¢(v(z", w"))

for every N-automorphic form ¢ E A~·l. Defining the element e(u) ( C·
by the equation v(z", w") = (z', w'e(u)), note that

¢(z', w'e(u)) = ¢(z', w')e(au)

Setting this equal to ¢(z', w'), we see that e(au) = 1 whenever ¢ is

non-zero at z'. By 5.8, a can be any sufficiently large multiple of 11k.

Therefore u must be a multiple of k, say u = nk. Hence the correspond

ing power C
U is in N; completing the proof that (z', w') and (z", w")

belong to the same N-orbit. In fact c-~(z",w") = (z', w').

To prove the corres ponding assertion for I' we will make temporary

use of inhomogeneous automorphic forms, that is. elements of the direct
ffi a,l , "Sum WAN • to be summed over a. Given points (z', w) and (z, w")

not in the same I-orbit. consider the m images Yj(z'. z") where

Y1 ... ·' Ym represent the cosets of N In r. The above argument con
*,1

structs forms ¢ j ( AN with

¢/z". w") -j ¢j(Y/z', w'))

Subtracting the constant ¢/z", w") E A~,l e= C from each ¢j' we obtain

an inhomogeneous form which vanishes at (z", w') but not at y/z'. w').

Now almost any linear combination ¢ of ¢l'· ... ¢m will vanish at

(z", w") but not anywhere in the }'-orbit of (z', w'). Hence the norm

of Section 5.2 will vanish at (z", w") but not at (z'. w'). Expressing ljJ

as the sum of its homogeneous constituents. clearly at least one must

take distinct values at (z", w") and (z'. w').•
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§6. The hyperbolic case p-I + q-I -j r- I < 1

The computations in this section will be formally very similar to those

of Section 4. However, automorphic forms will be used in place of homoge

neous polynomials.

Let I~ be the extended triangle group I'(p,q,r) of Section 3, with

p-I + q-I + r- I < 1 so that I' can be considered as a group of labeled

biholomorphic maps of the upper half-plane P. Recall that I' has gener

ators YI' Y2' Y3 which represent rotations about the three vertices of the

triangle T C P. With this choice of I', the characters X which actually

occur for non-zero x-automorphic forms can be described as follows. We

continue to use the abbreviation e(u) = e 21Tia .

LEMMA 6.1. Let X be a character of the extended triang Ie

group t. If ¢ -J 0 is a x-automorphic form of degree u, then

X(YI) = e((k+a)/p)

where k is the order of the zero of 1> at the first vertex of the

triangle T. The values X(Y2) and X(Y3) can be computed

similarly.

In particular, if ¢ does not vanish at the first vertex of T, then

Proof. Since YI 'C r (21T/p) is a lifted rotation through the angle 21T/p,
vI

the derivative h(v l ) equals e(l/p), hence the fractional power YI(vI)U

in C· projects to the complex number e 21Tia / p = e(a/p). Setting ¢(z,dz)

-- fez) dza , and substituting the Taylor expansion

in the identity
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we obtain
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Hence e(k/p)e(a/p) = X(Y1) as asserted .•

D f " t" I b b th f I -1 1 -1 -1 -1e Ine a ra lOna num er s y e ormu a s = - p - q - r .

Thus 17/s is the Lobachevsky area of the base triangle T. Define a

character X 0 of r by the formulas

The necessary identities

are eas ily verified.

COROLLARY 6.2. If the automorphic form ¢ (A~'X does not

vanish at any vertex of the triangle T, then the degree a must

be a multiple of s, and the character X must be equal to

X
a/so .

Proof. By 6.1 we have X(Y1) ~ e(a/p), X(Y2) = e(a/q), X(Y3) = e(a/r).

Hence the relations

of Section 3.1 imply that X(Y1)P = X(Y2)q = X(Y3)r = e(a) must be equal to

Therefore e(a/s) = 1, or in other words a must be a multiple of s. The

equation X = Xoa / s clearly follows .•

*,* INow we can begin to describe the algebra Ar more explicit y.
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LEMMA 6.3. With r, s, and Xo as above, the complex vector

As'Xo h d' . Th' .space r as ImenSlOn 2. IS space contazns one and

(up to a constant multiple) only one automorphic form which

vanishes at any given point of P.

Proof. We begin with the basic existence Lemma 5.5. For some a there

exists a form ¢ (A~I which is non-zero throughout any specified finite

subset of P. In particular we can choose ¢ to be non-zero on the three

vertices of T. By 6.2, the degree a of this ¢ must be a multiple of s,

say a = ks.

Let us count the number of zeros of ¢. Since the triangle T has

Lobachevskyarea (1- p-I - q-I - r- I )77 = 77/S, it follows that a funda

mental domain T U a(T) for the action of r;r neon P has

Lobachevskyarea 277/S. But the number of zeros of ¢ per unit area is

kS/277 by 5.6. Therefore the number of zeros of ¢ in the fundamental

domain T U a(T) is precisely equal to k. [Here each pair of zeros z

and y(z) on the boundary of the fundamental domain must of course be

counted as a single zero. Note that ¢ does not vanish at the corners of

the fundamental domain,] In other words there are precisely k (not neces

sarily distinct) zeros of ¢ in the quotient space f\p.
Next note that this quotient space f \ P can be given the structure of

a smooth Riemann surface. If we stay away from the three exceptional

orbits, this is of course clear. To describe the situation near the vertex

v I it is convenient to choose a biholomorphic map h from P onto the

unit disk satisfying h(v l ) = O. Then the coordinate w = h(z) can be

used as a local uniformizing parameter near vI' Since the rotation y I

of P about VI corresponds to the rotation

of the unit disk about thp oriV,in, it follows that a locally defined holomor

phic function of w is inVilrlilllt IIl1dl'r Ihis rotation if and only if it is

actually a holornorphi(' 1111\('111111 "I wI'. 11('11(,(, w P can he used as local
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uniformizing parameter for the quotient surface f \ P about the image of

vI' The other two vertices are handled similarly. Note that a meromor

phic function on r \ P having a simple zero at the image of vI corre

sponds to a I'-invariant meromorphic function on P having a p-fold zero

at each point of the exceptional orbit I'v1.

Topologically, this quotient f\ P can be identified with the "double"

of the triangle T. Hence it is a surface of genus zero. More explicitly,

following Schwarz, f \ P can be identified biholomorphically with the

unit 2-sphere by using the Riemann mapping theorem to map T onto a

hemisphere and then applying the reflection principle.

Since r \ P is a compact Riemann surface of genus zero, it possesses

a meromorphic function with k arbitrarily placed zeros and k arbitrarily
ks,1

placed poles. Starting with the non-zero form ¢ ( AI' constructed

above, we can multiply by a ['-invariant meromorphic function h which

has poles precisely at the k zeros of ¢, and thus obtain a new form
k 1 -

!/J = h¢ (AI's, whose k zeros can be prescribed arbitrarily in I' \P.

In particular we can choose !/J so as to have a k-fold zero at one point

of f \p, and no other zeros. (To avoid confusion, let us choose this

point to be distinct from the three ramification points.) Then by 5.3 this

form has a k-th root !/J 1 (A;:X for some character X, and by 6.2 the

character X must be precisely Xo' Evidently the form ~J 1 has a simple

zero at just one point of f \ P.

Similarly we can choose !/J 2 ( A~,'X0 which vanishes at a different

point of f \P. Then !/J 1 and !/J 2 are linearly independent. A completely
/ s,Xo h . I . Iarbitrary element !/J 1= 0 of AI' must ave precise y one simp e zero

in f \p, using 5.6. Choosing a linear combination A1!/J 1 + A2!/J2 which

vanishes at this zero, we see that the ratio !/J/(A1!/J1 +A2!/J2) (Af:l repre

sents a holomorphic function defined throughout f \p, hence a constant.
s,Xo· .

Thus !/J 1 and ~J2 form a basis for AI' ,and this space contains

precisely one I-dimensional subspace consisting of forms which vanish

at any prescribed point of I' \P.•
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The structure of A i-,'*1 can now be described as follows

LEMMA 6.4. With I' '= l(p, q, r) as above, the bigraded algebra
*,* .

AI' IS generated by three forms

where XI' X2' X3 are characters satisfying

The automorphic form ¢i has a simple zero at each point of the

orbit lVi' and no other zeros. These three forms satisfy a

polynomial relation ¢I p" ¢2 q t ¢/ ~ o.

REMARK. The meromorphic function -¢I p/¢/ is the Schwarz triangle

function, which maps the quotient Riemann surface l' \ P biholomorphi

cally onto the extended complex plane, sending the three vertices of T

to 0,1 and 00 respectively.

Proof of 6.4. To construct ¢I we use 6.3 to construct a form ¢ in

A~'Xo which vanishes only along the orbit of VI' This form must have

a p-fold zero at VI by 5.6 or by the proof of 6.3. Since P is simply

connected, it follows that ¢ possesses a holomorphic p-th root ¢I"

Then ¢I is itself an automorphic form by 5.3. The rest of the proof is

completely analogous to the proof of 4.3.•

Let II denote the commutator subgroup of l(p, q, r). Then by 3.2,

5.1 and 6.4 the graded algebra A~ I is generated by the three forms

¢I' ¢2' ¢3'

COROLLARY 6.S. The coset space n \G is diffeomorphic to

the Brieskort! m:/Tli/,,/d M(p. q, r).
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Proof. Let V C C
3

be the Pham-Brieskorn variety zl p + z2 q + z3 r = 0,

singular only at the origin. Since the three functions cP1' cP2' cP3 on

P x t' satisfy the relation cP1 p + cP 2q + cP3 r = 0, and are never simul

taneously zero, they together constitute a hoiomorphic mapping

(cP 1'cP2,cP 3): P x c· -, V - 0 C C 3 between complex 2-dimensional manifolds

Recall from Section 5.9 that the groups IT C G operate freely on P xC

by the rule g:(z,w) H (g(z),g(z)w). Setting z = x+iy and identifying

w with dz, this action preserves the Poincare metric \dzl 2 /l = : w 1
2Il.

In fact, G operates simply transitively on each 3-dimensional manifold

Iwlly = constant. Since IT is a discrete subgroup of G, it follows that-.
the quotient IT \ (P xC) is again a complex 2-dimensional manifold.

Since each cP i is IT-automorphic, the triple cP I' ¢ 2' c/J 3 give rise to

a holomorphic mapping
<I> : IT\(Px C') , V - 0

* 1on the quotient manifold. By 5.9, since the cPi generate An ' this

mapping <I> is one-to-one. Hence by lBochner and Martin, p. 1791, <l>

maps II\(PxC') biholomorphically onto an open subset of V-O. (It

will follow in a moment that the image of <I> is actually all of V - 0.)

Choosing a base point (zo,I) in P x C', map the coset space II \ G

into the Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r) = V n S5 as follows. For each

coset IIg the image <I>(IIg(zo,I» is a well defined point (z1' z 2,z3)

of V - O. Consider the curve

through this point in V -0, where t> O. Intersecting this curve with

the unit sphere, we obtain the required point 'P(IIg) of M(p, q, r). It is

easily verified that 'P is smooth, well defined, one-to-one, and that its

derivative has maximal rank everywhere. Since IT \G is compact while

M(p, q, r) is connected, it follows that 'P is a diffeomorphism. -

COROLLARY 6.6. The Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r) has a

finite covering manifold difft'of/lorphi,' to ;/ non-trivial circle

hw/(J!(' ov,',. ;/ slIrfn.·('.
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Proof. Choosing N C II as in 2.7, it is easily verified that N \ G fibers

as a circle bundle over the surface N\P.•

This corollary remains true in the spherical and nilmanifold cases.

CONCLUDING REMARKS. It is natural to ask whether there is a generali

zation of 6.5 in which the group II is replaced by an arbitrary discrete

subgroup of G = SL(2, R) with compact quotient. It seems likely that

such a generalization exists:

CONJECTURE. For any discrete subgroup reG with compact quotient,

the algebra A? 1 of I '-automorphic forms is finitely generated. *

Choosing generators cP 1"'" cPk for this algebra, it would then follow

from 5.9 that the k-tuple (cP l ,"', cPk) embeds the complex 2-manifold

1'\(PxC') into the complex coordinate space Ck . It is conjectured that

the image in C k is of the form V-O where V -, Vr is an irreducible

algebraic surface, singular only at the origin. Intersecting this image VI'

with a sphere centered at the origin, we then obtain a 3-manifold diffeo

morphic to I'\G.

In general it is not claimed that VI' embeds as a hypersurface. Pre-
3 *.1

sumably VI' can be embedded in C only if the algebra Ar happens

to be generated by three elements.

Note that this surface VI' is weighted homogeneous. That is, if each

variable Zj is assigned a weight equal to the degree of cPj' then VI'

can be defined by polynomial equations f(zl'''', zk) = 0 which are homoge

neous in these weighted variables.

Not every weighted homogeneous algebraic surface can be obtained in

this way. Here is an interesting class of examples. Start with an alge

braic curve S of genus g? 2 together with a complex analytic line

bundle t; over S with Chern number cl < O. Let V(t;) be obtained

from the total space E(t;) by collapsing the zero-section to a point.

Applying the Riel11;lIlll"I<och theorem to negative tensor powers t;-n one

can presumalJly ('01,,;1111'" "Ilolll',h holomorphic mappings vet;) --> C to em

bed V(,~') ;IS;I w"II',III,'d II"II'"I'."III'"IIS ;dgebraic surface in some C
k

.
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CONJECTURE. The algebraic surface V(I;) obtained in this way is

isomorphic to V1"' for some discrete [' C G if and only if some tensor

power I; k = I; 0 ... 0 I; is isomorphic to the tangent bundle reS).

For each fixed S there are uncountably many line bundles I; with

negative Chern number. Only finitely many of these (the precise number

is k2g for each k dividing 2g - 2) satisfy the condition that the k-th

tensor power is isomorphic to reS).

§7. A fibration eriLerion

In this section p, q, r may be any integers -::: 2.

LEMMA 7.1. If the least common multiples of (p, q) of (p, r)

and of (q, r) are all equal:

e.c.m.(p, q) -c e.c.m.(p, r) = e.c.m.(q, r) ,

then the Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r) fibers smoothly as a

principal circle bundle over an orientable surface.•

The precise surface B and the precise circle bundle will be deter

mined below.

At the same time we show that the complement of the origin in the

Pham-Brieskorn variety zIP 1 Z2 q + z 3r = 0 fibers complex analytically

as a principal C'-bundle over the Riemann surface B. In other words

this variety V can be obtained from a complex analytic line bundle I;

over B by collapsing the zero cross-section to a point.

One special case is particularly transparent. If p = q = r, then the

hypothesis of 7.1 is certainly satisfied. The equation zIP + z2 P t- z3 P =O

is then homogeneous, and hence defines an algebraic curve B in the com

plex projective plane P 2(C). Clearly the mapping (z I ,z2 ,z3) f-> (z I :z2: z 3)

fibers M(p, q, r) as a circle bundle over B.

Proof of 7.1. Starting with any values of p,q,r, let m denote the least

common multiple of p, q, and r. Then the group C of non-zero complex
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numbers operates on the variety ZIP + Z2 q + Z3 r = 0 by the corres pondence

for u t- O. Restricting to the unit circle lui = 1 and the unit sphere

Iz1 1
2

+ Iz2!2 + !z3: 2
= 1, we obtain a circle action on M 0' M(p, q, r).

Let us determine whether any group elements have fixed points in M

or in V-O. If

then at least two of the complex numbers zl' z2' z3 must be non-zero,

hence at least two of the numbers umlp , um/q, umlr must equal 1. If the

three integers mlp, m/q, mlr happen to be pairwise relatively prime, then

it clearly follows that u = 1.

Thus, if mlp, m/q, mlr are pairwise relatively prime, we obtain a

smooth free C action on V - 0 restricting to a smooth free circle action

on M = M(p, q, r). Evidently M fibers as a smooth circle bundle over the

quotient space SI \M = B, which must be a compact, orientable,

2-dimensional manifold. In fact, using the alternative description

B = C·\(V-O)

we see that B has the structure of a complex analytic I-manifold. (The

two quotient spaces can be identified since every C·-orbit intersects the

unit sphere precisely in a circle orbit.)

Since an elementary number theoretic argument shows that mlp, m/q,

mlr are pairwise relatively prime if and only if the hypothesis of 7.1 is

satisfied, this completes the proof. •

To compute the genus of the surface B = SI \M = C·\(V -0), we

describe it as a branched covering of the 2-sphere pl(C) by means of

the holomorphic mapping

f: (1I111/PZl'lIm/qz2,um/rz3) t--> (zIP:z2q).
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Clearly f is well defined. A counting argument, which will be left to the

reader, shows that the pre-image of a general point of pI (C) consists of

precisely pqr/m points of B. Thus f is a map of degree pqr/m from

B to pl(C).

There are just three branch points in pI (C), corresponding to the

possibilities zl = 0, z2 = 0, and z3 = 0 respectively. The preimage

of a branch point contains qr/m, or prim, or pq/m points respectively.

Again the count will be left to the reader.

Now choose a triangulation of pl(C) with the three branch points

(0: 1), (1: 0), and (-1: 1) as vertices. Counting the numbers of vertices,

edges, and faces in the induced triangulation of B, we easily obtain the

following.

LEMMA 7.2. Let p, q, r be as in 7.1, with least common multi

ple m. Then the surface B ~ SI \ M hils Euler characteristic

X(B) = (qr + pr+ pq _ pqr)/m = pqr(p-l -j- q-l +r- l - l)/m.

In particular the sign of X(B) is equal to the sign of p-l +q-I +r- l _

The genus g can now be recovered from the usual formula X ~ 2 - 2g.

Note that the genus satisfies g> 2, except in the four special cases

(2,2,2), (2,3,6), (2,4,4), and (3,3,3). (Compare Section 2.1.)

To determine the precise circle bundle in question, we must compute

the Chern class

or equivalently the Chern number c 1(.; )[B] of the associated complex

line bundle .;. (The Chern class c l can also be described as the Euler

class of .;. Using the Gysin sequence ([Spanier, pp. 260-261], IMilnor

and Stasheff, p. 143]), one sees that HI (M; Z) is the direct sum of a

free abelian group of rank 2g and a cyclic group of order leI (';)[B!U

To compute c l we consider the map
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from V - 0 to C 2
- O. Thus we obtain a commutative diagram

V-O

I
B

__F__• C2 _0

I
-----::;...-_. pl(C)

n ( C

F
n\(V -0) --_I C2 _0

I I
B f __• pI(e)

where the right hand vertical arrow is the canonical fibration (zl' z2) H

(zl : z2) with Chern number -1, associated with the Hopf fibration

S3 --> S2.

This map F is not quite a bundle map, since inspection shows that

each fiber of the left hand fibration covers the corresponding fiber on the

right m times. To correct this situation we must factor V - 0 by the

action of the subgroup

consisting of all m-th roots of unity. Thus we identify (z l' z2' z 3) with

m/p m/q m/r f h m 1 b .W zl' (,) z2' W z3 or eac W ~ , 0 taining a new commutative

diagram

where F is now a bundle map. Since f has degree pqr/m, it follows

that the new C'-bundle n\(V -0» B has Chern number -pqr/m. But

this new bundle can be described as the C· -bundle associated with the

m-fold tensor product I; 181···181 I; of the original complex line bundle 1;.

Therefore I; has Chern number ci (I; )rBJ = _pqr/m
2

.

Recapitulating, we have proved the following.

THEOREM 7.."\. If th(' hypothesis

III 1'.,·.111.(1'. q) I'.c.m.(p, r) r.c.m.(q, r)
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of 7.1 is satisfied, then the Brieskorn manifold M(p, q, r) fibers

as a smooth circle bundle with Chern number _pqr/m 2 over a

Riemann surface of Euler characteristic pqr(p-l + q-l + r- 1 -1)/m.

The number pqr/m
2

can be described more simply as the greatest

common divisor of p, q, r.

The negative sign of the Chern number has no particular topological

significance, but is meaningful in the complex analytic context, since (

is a complex analytic line bundle with no non-zero holomorphic cross

sections.

Note that the Euler characteristic of B is always a multiple of the

Chern number of (. In general it is a large multiple, for it is not difficult

to show that the ratio satisfies

in the hyperbolic case. Hence this ratio tends to infinity with m. There

fore the genus of B also tends to infinity with m.

Here are two examples to illustrate 7.3.

EXAMPLE 1. For any g 2: 0, the manifold M(2, 2(g+ 1), 2(g+ 1)) fibers

as a circle bundle with Chern number -2 over a surface of genus g.

Similarly, for any g 2: 1, the manifold M(2, 2g+ 1, 2(2g+ 1)) fibers as a

circle bundle with Chern number -1 over a surface of genus g.

EXAMPLE 2. The Brieskorn manifolds M(p, q, r) are not all distinct. For

example, M(2, 9, 18) and M(3, 5,15) are diffeomorphic, since each fibers

as a circle bundle with Chern number -1 over a surface of genus 4.

CONCLUDING REMARK. If it is known that M(p, q, r) fibers as a circle

bundle over a surface, does it follow that the hypothesis of 7.1 must be

satisfied? The lens spaces M(2, 2, r) with r 2' 3 provide counter

examples. These fiber as circle bundles with Chern number ± r over a

surface of genus zero. (Presumably there is no associated analytic fibra-
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tion of V - O?) However, these are the only counter-examples. In the

cases p-I + q-I -j r- I 2: 1, this can be verified by inspection. Thus we

need only prove the following.

LEMMA 7.4. In the hyperbolic case p-I + q-I ~ r- I < 1, if

M(p, q, r) has the fundamental group of a principal circle bundle

over an orientable surface, then the hypothesis of 7.1 must be

satisfied.

The proof can be sketched as follows. First note that the fundamental

group of a principal circle bundle over an orientable surface, modulo its

center, has no elements of finite order. Now consider the fundamental

group II = II(p, q, r) of Section 6. The center of n is precisely equal to

n n C. As noted in 2.6, an element of riC) njII n C has finite order

if and only if it is conjugate to a power of h' Y2' or Y3 modulo C. To

decide which powers of say Yl belong to n, we carry out a matrix com

putation in the abelianized group ['Ill. (Compare Section 3.2.) Setting

11 = e.c.m.(q, r), it turns out that the order k of Yl modulo II is given by

Evidently the element Y1 k of II belongs to II n C if and only if k is

a multiple of p, or in other words if and only if 11 is a multiple of p.

Thus IIIII n C has no elements of finite order if and only if

and similarly

Lc.m.(q, r) == 0

e.c.m.(p, r) == 0

P.c.m.(p, q)== 0

(mod p) ,

(mod q) ,

(mod r)

Clearly these cond it iOlls are equivalent to the hypothesis of 7.1. •
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§8. The nil-manifold ease p-1 + q-1 i r- 1 = 1

As noted in 2.1, we are concerned only with three particular cases.

The triple (p, q, r), suitably ordered, must be either (2,3,6) or (2,4,4)

or (3,3,3). Clearly each of these triples satisfies the hypothesis of 7.1.

Hence by 7.3 the corresponding manifold M = M(p, q, r) is a circle bundle

over a torus. The absolute value of the Chern number of this circle bundle

is the greatest common divisor of p, q, r which is either 1, or 2, or 3

respectively.

But any non-trivial circle bundle over a torus can also be described

as a quotient manifold N/Nk as follows. Let N be the nilpotent Lie

group consisting of all real matrices of the form

a

1

o ~J
and let Nk be the discrete subgroup consisting of all such matrices for

which a, b, and c are integers divisible by k. (Here k should be a

positive integer.) Then the correspondence

A 1-' (a mod k, b mod k)

maps N/Nk to the torus with a circle as fiber. The first homology group

is isomorphic to Z f9 Z f9 (Z/k), so the Chern number of this fibration

must be equal to ±k. Thus we obtain the following three diffeomorphisms

M(2, 3, 6)

M(2, 4, 4)

M(3, 3, 3)

"'" N/N 1

"'" N/N 2

"'" N/N 3

It must be admitted that this proof is rather ad hoc. I do not know whether

there exists a more natural construction of these diffeomorphisms.

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
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